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The first Turing gate, a mere hundred nanometers across, is forced open in 1963, at the high-energy physics
laboratory in Brookhaven; three years later, the first man to travel to an alternate history takes his
momentous step, and an empire is born.

For fifteen years, the version of America that calls itself the Real has used its Turing gate technology to
infiltrate a wide variety of alternate Americas, rebuilding those wrecked by nuclear war, fomenting
revolutions and waging war to free others from communist or fascist rule, and establishing a Pan-American
Alliance. Then a nation exhausted by endless strife elects Jimmy Carter on a reconstruction and
reconciliation ticket, the CIA’s covert operations are wound down, and the Real begins to wage peace rather
than war. But some people believe that it is the Real’s manifest destiny to impose its idea of truth, justice,
and the American way in every known alternate history, and they’re prepared to do anything to reverse
Carter’s peacenik doctrine.

When Adam Stone, a former CIA field officer, one of the Cowboy Angels who worked covertly in other
histories, volunteers for reactivation after an old friend begins a killing spree across alternate histories, his
mission uncovers a startling secret about the operation of the Turing gates and leads him into the heart of an
audicious conspiracy to change the history of every America in the multiverse—including our own.

This book is a vivid, helter-skelter thriller in which one version of America discovers the true cost of empire
building, and one man discovers that an individual really can make a difference.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Debra Sudduth:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a go
walking, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible Cowboy
Angels? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have some other opinion?

Carlos Terrill:

The actual book Cowboy Angels has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can get
a lot of help. The book was written by the very famous author. Tom makes some research prior to write this
book. That book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this book.

Sonia Shipley:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get great
deal of stress from both everyday life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely indeed. People is human not a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity are there when
the spare time coming to you of course your answer can unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading
publications. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the book you have read is
actually Cowboy Angels.

Annette Dixon:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting Cowboy Angels that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be
said as the method for people to know world better then how they react in the direction of the world. It can't
be explained constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants
to possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you could
pick Cowboy Angels become your current starter.
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